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With Russia making decisive moves away from the dollar system and closer to full BRICS
integration, it is time to take a quick look at what BRICS really is. The West-East chess game is
nothing more than the fulfillment of the Zionist long established plan of creating a worldwide money
crisis, moving away from the dollar system, the destruction of the West and the establishment of a
more "just order", in which today's Russia is playing a center role unfortunately. The new BRICS is
all about bringing about social justice, climate justice, economic justice, religious justice (the
coming "Holy Synod"), in one word: the ultimate communist utopia - all in response to the injustices
of the West.
Let us start by saying that the process of dollar-dismantling is currently under way, and Russia
seems to be the "delivery vehicle":
http://www.maxkeiser.com/2013/05/russia-end-dollar/
The goals are clear. In the section titled “Strategic goals,” the first point on the BRICS’ agenda is
the reform of the world financial system in order to make it “fairer, more stable, and more efficient.”
In the later chapters, it is spelled clearly that this “reform” is actually a dismantling of the dollar
system. The language used in this document indicates that it has been written or strongly
influenced by Sergei Glaziev, the president’s economy advisor, who is known for
masterminding the economic aspects of the Eurasian Union between Russia, Belarus, and
Kazakhstan. Glaziev has repeatedly accused Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke of starting “a currency
war” against the emerging markets. He also believes that Bernanke’s policy will ultimately lead to
a military confrontation: “the conservation logic of the current financial and political system leads to
a further escalation of military and political tensions, including the start of a major war”.
Also please see this:
http://www.globalsocialjustice.eu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=703:bricssummit-the-seeds-of-a-new-financial-architecture-&catid=5:analysis&Itemid=6
Moreover, BRICS is about continuing the implementation of UN's Agenda 21 and often hiding
behind slogans like "sustainable development" etc. In their 2012 declaration in Delphi, BRICS
made known clearly their position of advancing this program:
http://www.brics.utoronto.ca/docs/120329-delhi-declaration.html
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Point 31 in the declaration: We believe that the UN Conference on Sustainable Development
(Rio+20) is a unique opportunity for the international community to renew its high-level political
commitment to supporting the overarching sustainable development framework encompassing
inclusive economic growth and development, social progress and environment protection in
accordance with the principles and provisions of the Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development, including the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities, Agenda 21 and
the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation
Naturally this whole program is based on the grand lie of "climate change" which was widely
exposed through the Climategate scandal. While nobody really wants to say a word about various
worldwide weather modification programs such as Chemtrails, HAARP etc, BRICS is going full
speed right along this deception:
Point 30 in the declaration: We are fully committed to playing our part in the global fight against
climate change and will contribute to the global effort in dealing with climate change issues through
sustainable and inclusive growth and not by capping development. We emphasize that developed
country Parties to the UNFCCC shall provide enhanced financial, technology and capacity building
support for the preparation and implementation of nationally appropriate mitigation actions of
developing countries.
BRICS is also what seems to be the new engine of promoting the "global social justice":
http://www.globalsocialjustice.eu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=415:brettonwoods-project&catid=5:analysis&Itemid=6
We are going to leave it to the reader to do more research on their own and see how a deception is
being brought upon to fight another deception.
Today's Russia has not really broken away from its communist past and ideology, and if it does not
do so then True Orthodox Christianity should prepare to expect the worst. There has never been a
genuine repentance of the communist past in Russia, in schools children are not being taught
much about it, publicly there is much too little effort to denounce it and the symbols of Communism
are still omnipresent. Instead it has all been swept under the rug ...
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